
White   Paper 

Change   My   City 
“Inspiring   change,   at   the   core   level,   for   my   city.”  
 
 
 
 

Thomas Jefferson, Napoleon Hill, Albert      
Einstein, Thomas Edison, Henry Ford,     
Stephen Covey to name a few understood       
what it takes to change a city . . .          
i.e.   a   nation. 

 
“Individuals need to learn to  take personal       

ownership for their success, and to do       
that, we need to help people to to learn to          
think   in   very   different   ways.” 
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The   Bottom   Line   Solution   .   .   .  
 
 
 

Change   the   way   I    THINK     which   will   lead   to   .   .   .  

 

Changing   what   I    DO     which   will   lead   to   .   .   .  

 

Changing    MY   LIFE     which   will   lead   to   .   .   .  

 

Changing    MY   CITY! 

 
 
 
It would seem, that whatever or whoever have contributed in          
large part to the problems in the city, those individuals will not be             
the ones to solve the problems. As Albert Einstein clearly          
understood, we will need to go to a new level of understanding to             
solve   our   problems.  
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Purpose 
The Chicago Tribune inspired this white paper, RFP (request for proposal) in seeking             
input from the community as to ways to: “Address the city’s current challenges             
holistically, not one. Among them:  violent crime ,  underperforming public schools ,          
joblessness ,    troubled   families ,    population   loss    and    desperate   City   Hall   finances .” 
 

“The more concrete your proposals, the better. And tell us how you would redeploy              
current   dollars,   or   raise   new   money,   to   fund   your   suggestions.” 
 

The entire network involved in The Vision Project would like to commend the Chicago              
Tribune   for   their   innovative   idea   of   seeking      the   solution   from   the   people.      Nicely   done! 
 

In   Summary   .   .   .   Big   Picture   Solution 
1.   Violent   crime 
Create a system by which the culture within a community will help people             
have hope for the future and reward - Disciplined PEOPLE - Disciplined            
THINKERS   -   Disciplined   in   TAKING   ACTION. 
 

2.   Underperforming   public   schools 
Build a system which overcomes the fear of job loss due to technology             
and competition and manage the greed to monetize education. Bring the           
best minds, ways of thinking, from all times and allow the children to             
become   self   learners   -   students   for   life. 
 

3.   Joblessness 
Install a system where people “Find their voice, their passions, their life            
vision. Help people to learn how to monetize “Their Voice” to remove the             
perception that we need the government, education or business to create           
jobs   for   us   and   that   we   have   the   ability   to   create   our   own   jobs. 
 

4.   Troubled   families 
Helping people better understand how our strengths can become         
weaknesses and how families can better relate, help and assist one           
another   to   strengthen   individuals   and   families.  
 

5.   Population   loss 
If the above five areas are addressed at the core level then the             
symptom   of   population   loss   will   be   corrected.  
 

6.   Desperate   City   Hall   finances 
In “The Tipping Point,” Malcolm Gladwell promotes some interesting         
concepts on cleaning up things that are wrong. Apply Natural Laws to            
a group as a whole and the overall population of a city will hold city hall                
to   the   standard   to   serve   others   rather   than   seeking   to   be   served.  
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Actions   To   Take   .   .   .  
 
1.   Violent   crime 
Assist influencers within communities to capture stories of success, as          
outlined in the book “Outliers” and lift those heros up in their communities             
to give them honor. Capture stories of success for people within the            
community who are Disciplined PEOPLE, Disciplined THINKERS and        
Disciplined in TAKING ACTION. Then take the energy required for violence and create             
Community / Business Partnerships through local Mastermind Seminars to create          
entrepreneurial   business   opportunities.  
 

2.   Underperforming   public   schools 
Identify students who are passionate about specific subjects and research          
the world wide thought leaders of all times who have succeeded in those             
subjects. Lift up those students and give them a platform to show other             
students “How their brain works” i.e. how they think, to empower those who             
do not normally think that way to learn how they can change their thinking              
patterns. 
 

3.   Joblessness 
Discover the “Crabs In A Bucket” who have the greatest potential for            
success and help them to achieve success in starting their own companies            
i.e. creating their own jobs. Help to instill the deep sense of responsibility             
that they need to help three other people within their community to do the              
same   thing   as   they   have   done. 
 

4.   Troubled   families 
Identify a handful of families within various communities who have          
successful families and then help them “Find their voice” of “Why they            
are successful” and then give them a platform to show that it can be              
done and how to do it. Empower them to help other families and             
teach   the   “way   of   thinking”   which   is   common   to   every   successful   family.  
 

5.   Population   loss 
Identify those families and businesses who are closest to leaving and           
help them to discover and have the hope of staying and changing the             
community.  
 

6.   Desperate   City   Hall   finances 
If we accomplish the top five there will be a greater pool of qualified              
candidates to select from and the community will require greater          
accountability.  
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Building   The   Foundation 
The following list comes from the      
Harvard School of Law , and includes      
the ten things deemed necessary for success       
in   the   job   market   of   the   Twenty-first   Century. 
  
 
 
The   Abilities   To   .   .   . 
 1.   Define   problems   without   a   guide. 
 2.   Ask   hard   questions   which   challenge   prevailing   assumptions. 
 3.   Quickly   assimilate   needed   data   from   masses   of   irrelevant   information. 
 4.   Work   in   teams   without   guidance. 
 5.   Work   absolutely   alone. 
 6.   Persuade   others   that   your   course   is   the   right   one. 
 7.   Conceptualize   and   re-organize   information   into   new   patterns. 
 8.   Discuss   ideas   with   an   eye   toward   application. 

9   &   10.   Think   Inductively,   Deductively,   and   Dialectically. 
A   Thomas   Jefferson   Education   -   Page   118 
Author:   Oliver   Van   DeMille 
George   Wythe   College   Press   – 
970   South   Sage   Drive   -   Cedar   City,   Utah      84720 

 
Now ask yourself . . .  “How many of these ten things do I posses?” If I do, where                   
did I pick up this way of thinking? Was it my education, was it from the government,                 
was it from my job, was it from my place of worship? Probably not . . . It probably came                    
from   a   parent   or   grandparent. 
 
What if . . . these powerful ways of thinking were able to be brought together in a                  
system which could be brought into every child, in every neighborhood, in every city in               
the   world? 
 
Why   This   Plan   Won’t   Work 
 

Money - It’s not due to a lack of money but that this idea really doesn’t cost anything                  
and therefore no profit to be had . . . which tends to create a lack of incentive for people                    
to   pursue   it. 
Fear - Imagine . . . if all this could be done with current level of resources. What if . . .                      
this was so effective that it transformed education to such a high degree that children               
were to be self motivated to learn? What if . . . through self motivation and current                 
technology there was a need for less teachers and fewer jobs. How would communities              
and   unions   respond? 
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Why   This   Plan   Will   Work 
 

Money - Those who are visionaries will understand that in this new            
economy the money to be made is NOT in hunting, agriculture,           
manufacturing or technology but in human capital. Human capital is the           
next frontier and those who learn to develop people to “Find their voice”             
and turn that voice into something that brings value to society will be the              
Rockefellers,   the   Bill   Gates,   the   Mark   Zuckerburg   of   this   next   generation.  
 

Fear - Think about it . . . every generation, since things were being invented feared that                 
inventions would replace jobs . . . and they were right . . . but . . . humans have an                     
amazing capacity to discover new ways to use our minds and talents. Let’s say that               
through technology 50% of the teachers would be replaced due to students being             
motivated   to   do   self   learning   and   technology.  
 

Some percentage of those teacher, without questions would need to find other            
employment but many of those teachers would move from teaching children the facts,             
information, data and would move into application. Think about it . . . “Every great               
teacher you know probably would love to teach application of knowledge rather than the              
knowledge   itself.” 
 

When we get over the fear of losing jobs and gain the confidence in the capabilities of                 
human beings to continue to find new and exciting ways to apply their gifts . . . that’s                  
pretty   exciting.  
 

Fear is a powerful negative motivator to continue to keep people enslaved to their thinking.               
Gangs use fear to bring people into the gang and keep them there. Prostitution uses people to                 
keep people enslaved. Any illicit behavior, there is fear used to continue to enslave people to                
continue to maintain the status quo, to continue to keep a group of people thinking the way they                  
think. 
 

Big business, big education, big government, big religion, big union . . . everything big has the                 
strong gravitational pull. BIG seems to try to keep all those people those systems from               
changing   the   way   people   think.       Why?  
 

That’s an interesting question. It seems . . . maybe . . . that everything big started out serving                   
something or someone, had great intentions . . . but . . . then somehow, some way along the                   
road, really big things seem to be about  supporting all the infrastructure and people within               
the   organization   rather   than   the   people   they   were   designed   to   be   serving.  
 

The enslavement works for some period of time . . . until more and more people involved in and                   
around the big machine of big things start to have a sense of entitlement and then things start to                   
come crashing down around people and the leaders realize they are now going to be held                
responsible   for   the   masses   of   entitled   people. 
 

Why This Plan Will Work . . .  It relies on the people not big money, big business, big                   
government, education, religious but on just “normal everyday people” who will all come             
together as a force of one. One person, sharing what they see / understand and do sharing it                  
with   one   other   person   until   the   entire   community   is   reached.  
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The   Most   Crazy   .   .   .  
“We   don’t   need   money!” 
 
We decided to share the craziest idea of all to start with. If you can make it through this                   
concept   then   the   rest   will   be   easy.   :-) 
 
Any entrepreneur knows the power of an idea, a vision, a belief that is so powerful and                 
what that can do to transform the world. Money actually often messes things up rather               
than helps things. Often people with money, just like those in education, the press,              
religion, big business, etc. want people to believe that whatever they have is needed for               
success.      Why?      It   provides   legitimacy   to   the   person   who   holds   those   things. 
 
We would submit that if this white paper were to be distributed to every single person in                 
the city to read, that a certain number of those individuals would step forward and the                
ideas would resonate with them and these people would step out and step up and               
would start to change the city. What’s interesting, is with the internet all this can be                
done   for   free. 
 
This lesson was taught actually by a Lakota Indian chief in South Dakota which just               
happens to be the poorest region in the United States. He said . . .  “The Lakota                 
Indians are like crabs in a bucket where when one tries to break free all the other                 
crabs   pull   them   back   in.”  
 
Poverty, and when we share poverty we’re not talking about financial and inner city              
poverty, we’re talking poverty in what we call the 5 T’s to Stewardship - Time - Talent -                  
Treasure - Trust, Truth and the 6th bonus T is Temple (our health.). While city hall, and                 
those at the top of the social circles, may not have poverty financially, their marriages,               
their   relationships   may   be   the   most   bankrupt   in   the   city.  
 
The bottom line to “Taking personal ownership” is how our brains are wired to think.               
Thinking requires no money. Helping us to change the way we think requires no money,               
no   government   mandate,   no   job   or   even   good   parenting.  
 

 
 
Action Item : Get this information out to the community to          
attract   individuals   who   believe   in   what   is   shared. 
Cost : None 
Resources : Only   what   it   takes   to   get   the   word   out 
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Foundation 

“Without   a   vision   the   people   perish.” 
 
It would seem an overwhelming task to address crime, schools,          
joblessness, troubled families, population loss and corruption . . .          
when in fact in many ways, if we can see the truth, at a core level the                 
solution   is   fairly   easy.  
 
It is helping people to  take personal ownership for their own           
success. It is for each individual in a city to know how amazing they are and how to                  
fully tap that potential to see their full success. When individuals learn that, to succeed,               
they  do not need money, education, government, business, good parents . . . i.e. and               
that they can succeed on their own, and take personal ownership for that success. That               
is   when   success   will   happen. 
 
Do not get us wrong . . . in many ways money, education, government business / jobs                 
and good parents, without question make it easier to succeed, but none of those things               
are   required   for   success.  
 
The “The Vision Project” network has come together to present this white paper, this              
proposal, not only to the Chicago Tribune but for every city in the world. While the                
specifics of this proposal may be tweaked for individual cities, the core, will always be               
the same, as it is based on Natural Universal Laws which govern the universe and               
people.  
 
WARNING: There are parts of this proposal you will not like, may be offensive or even                
seem crazy . . . we understand that and accept that some parts of what is shared may                  
be crazy. All we ask is that anyone reading this proposal just keep in mind what Albert                 
Einstein said “You can never solve a problem on the level which it was created.” Take                
whatever   works   for   you   and   your   city   and   give   it   a   try.      If   it   works,   then   try   a   little   more. 
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1.   Violent   crime 
Assist influencers within communities to capture stories of success, as          
outlined in the book “Outliers” and lift those heros up in their            
communities to give them honor. Capture stories of success for people           
within the community who are Disciplined PEOPLE, Disciplined        
THINKERS and Disciplined in TAKING ACTION. The the energy         
required for violence and create Community / Business Partnerships         
through local Mastermind Seminars to create entrepreneurial business        
opportunities.  
 
There are natural laws, and people, communities and cities who honor           
these natural laws will see success and those who do not . . . will not.                
If an individual, family, community or nation spends (consumes) more          
than they produce, eventually that will lead to poverty. We can control            
our   choices   but   not   the   consequences.  
 
An “A Thomas Jefferson Education” the entire concept is to take those            
who are the most passionate, the most successful, those who are amazingly gifted in              
whatever subject, topic, area of expertise and then expose that type of thinking to the               
masses. In “Outliers” there is a story of an entire community who had malnutritioned              
children. Someone comes in and finds the “Outliers,” those who have found a way to               
succeed within the community, figure out what they are doing right and then reproduce              
that. 
 
“Experts” come into a community and apply all their academic knowledge and often             
walk away with failure. There are people within every community who have the             
solutions but do not have the platform upon which to share and get their knowledge and                
experience out. It’s not the current community leaders . . . because if it was then the                 
communities   would   healed,   and   they   are   not.  
 
The Natural Law, the 5 T’s to Stewardship, helps us to understand that if we are good                 
stewards of Time - Talents - Treasure - Trust and Truth we will gain more and if we’re                  
not, it will be taken away from us. People, a community, a city, a nation doesn’t want to                  
be told we are bad stewards and probably won’t listen if we are told from others. The                 
solution must come from within and if we are not good stewards of the 5th “T” Truth then                  
people will stop sharing and caring. They may throw a little or even a lot of money at us                   
if they feel that we are a treat to them but it is only through us “Taking Personal                  
Ownership”   of   ourselves   and   our   communities   that   true   healing   will   occur.  

 
Action Item : Find seven members of a community who will          
take personal ownership of this item and then empower them          
with   natural   laws   to   connect   with   the   entire   community. 
Cost : None 
Resources : Only   what   it   takes   to   get   the   word   out 
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2.   Underperforming   public   schools 
Identify students who are passionate about specific subjects and research          
the worldwide thought leaders of all times who have succeeded in           
subjects. Lift up those students and give them a platform to show other             
students “How their brain works” i.e. how they think, to empower those            
who do not normally think that way to learn how they can change their              
thinking   patterns. 
 

There are so many interests and perspectives that this         
one is a tough one. There is so much benefit to so            
many people to continue to have low performing        
schools that it’s hard to get those who are hurt the           
most, the children and the families to have the HOPE          
and the BELIEF to do what is necessary to bring the           
change   to   reality.  

 
 
Action Item : Take the lowest tne schools and apply A          
Thomas   Jefferson   Education   system   on   those   schools. 
Cost : None 
Resources : Only   what   it   takes   to   get   the   word   out 
 

 
 

The top 10% of the schools do not want to and don’t feel they need to take the risks to                    
try new innovative things so they won’t. The middle 80% of the schools do not want                
take the risks as they are pretty happy being where they are as long as they don’t slide                  
down to the leas performing schools. Who does that leave to take the risks? That’s               
right   the   lowest   10%   of   the   schools. 
 

The work at that level is so hard, so “costly” and so risky that no politician wants to take                   
the risks, no charter school / business wants to take the risks so who’s left to really help                  
them? No one really. Now . . . let’s say there was a solution and it started to actually                   
work, that would disrupt the entire landscape of the entire educational system as             
someone   has   to   occupy   that   space   and   if   it’s   not   who   is   already   there,   then   who?  
 

The gangs aren’t going to like it and will try to stop it, as the current system is the feeder                    
for new members. Those who gain monetarily and through power as a result of              
“keeping the bottom 10% in line,” gain from the money that is put into programs to “help”                 
aren’t going to like it and those who gain the power and prestige aren’t going to like it                  
because those who have looked up to them over the years / decades may start to                
realize   that   they   aren’t   the   best   leaders   after   all.  
 

Those within the community who are the outliers need to be protected from the many               
people who will seek to discredit, remove, harm or put them down or the innovative               
solutions   will   be   choked   out   prior   to   the   deep   roots   being   established.  
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3.   Joblessness 
Discover the “Crabs In A Bucket” who have the greatest potential for            
success and help them to achieve success in starting their own           
companies i.e. creating their own jobs. Help to instill the deep sense of             
responsibility that they need to help three other people within their           
community   to   do   the   same   thing   as   they   have   done. 
 
As is wisely pointed out in “A Thomas Jefferson Education” our current educational             
system was originally designed to create enough education to where people would work             
in the factories. It’s probably fair to say that no one, anywhere would say our current                
educational system is designed to create entrepreneurs. If anything . . . it’s designed to               
take the entrepreneurial spark and remove it from children rather than fan the flame of               
discovery   of   one’s   voice   and   then   teaching   children   how   to   monetize   that   voice.  
 
Entrepreneurs are so busy work to create success for their businesses that they don’t              
spend very much time on public relations and sharing the massive value they bring to               
their communities. Educators, government leaders, media and even places of worship           
often demonize the entrepreneur. Here’s a most interesting question . . .  “Is it alright               
for government, society to take from those who are innovative, work hard, take             
massive   risks,   make   massive   sacrifices   and   give   to   those   who   do   not?”  
 
If that answer is “Yes” . . . then why do we not do the same thing in education where we                     
take from those who have the A’s and give it to those how have the “F’s?” Are there not                   
many times where those who have the “A’s” are just smarter, given more resources,              
time, attention and those who are failing just aren’t able to get it? If it’s fair to take                  
money   and   redistribute   it   then   why   not   the   same   with   grades?  
 
What’s most amazing is that most entrepreneurs actually don’t mind taking from all that              
they have risked and giving it to others. If we honor that in society, in the media, in                  
education, in government and in places of worship, maybe . . . just maybe . . . more                  
children   would   embrace   the   path   of   really   being   job   creators.  

 
 
Action Item : Take a group of entrepreneurs and give them a           
group   of   children   at   risk   and   then   see   what   happens.  
Cost : None 
Resources : Only   what   it   takes   to   get   the   word   out 
 
 

 
Entrepreneurs are used to doing things without money, resources, people buy in or even              
people believing in them. They are the outliers and love a challenge. They play by a                
set   of   rules   that   others   do   not,   and   those   who   know   those   rules   create   jobs.  
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3.   Joblessness   -   Continued   .   .   .  
Most people would consider the Harvard School Of Law a pretty           
smart group of people and based on their list of ten things one             
would   have   to   give   them   even   greater   respect.  
 

Think about it . . . Hmmmmm, did they and many other of the              
big colleges go into massive billion dollar campaigns to raise          
endowments? Do they know something, do they see        
something, do they understand that there is something that is          
about   to   hit   education   that   education   has   never   seen   before?  
 

Do these educational institutions publicly profess to be for the public good or are they               
really looking out for their own? Yes, they do give out scholarships to a few of the top                  
“at risk kids” and pull a few out of that life but does that do anything for those who are                    
left behind. What would a couple of billion dollars do in taking the following 10 things                
they   come   up   with   and   getting   that   deep   into   those   kids   at   risk?  
 

This is not demonizing higher education and especially the Ivy League schools in any              
way. It’s just applying what they have shared with us . . .  Ask hard questions which                 
challenge   prevailing   assumptions.  
 
The general public has not been trained to do these things and when this changes, as                
Harvard has recognized, it is needed, this will disrupt the society as a whole. When               
individuals learn how to do these ten things, there is a freedom which is created. These                
ten things put someone very close to having the capabilities of becoming an             
entrepreneur   i.e.   creating   their   own   job   and   jobs   for   others. 
 
Entrepreneurs understand at the deepest levels how to bring value to a community and              
do not have to accept what big business, education, government or places of worship              
dictate.      In   many   ways   this   type   of   thinking   threatens   those   in   authority.  
 
1.   Define   problems   without   a   guide 
If, for 12 to 16+ years we give our children a           
syllabus for every class they attend, how do we         
expect, them to respond when they don’t have a         
syllabus for the very first time in the        
marketplace?  
 

In the marketplace there really isn’t a guide. We         
need to learn how to identify the needs of the          
marketplace where things are going and how to turn our talents, gifts and energy into               
something   that   produces   a   financial   return.  
 

Imagine . . . teaching children how to see opportunities and then seizing the opportunity.               
What would our city be like if young people were taught and mentored in how to create                 
their   own   jobs   through   opportunities   in   the   marketplace.  
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2.   Ask   hard   questions   which   challenge   prevailing   assumptions 
* Is it right for a President of a company to earn a whole lot of money if                  

the   company   is   losing   money? 
* Is it right that our lawmakers, create laws and then do not have to live                

with   the   laws   they   create? 
* If the education system is responsible for the success of so many             

people then why is it that same educational system is not responsible            
for   the   failure   of   so   many   people? 

* How does having a handful of people testify before congress suppose to represent              
350 million Americans? Do those who select those who testify before congress            
choose   who   is   testifying   and   maybe   have   some   influence   as   to   what   they   say? 

* If it’s fair to take money from people and give it to others, why is it not fair to take                     
grades   from   those   who   have   A’s   and   give   it   to   those   how   have   F’s? 

* If telling people that they are so good raises people’s self esteem, and high self                
esteem is so important, why is it that American children have the most confidence they               
are   are   smart   but   really   are   at   the   bottom   of   the   academic   list? 

* If higher education is so open, why does it seem like they are not open to other ideas                   
that   are   not   their   own? 

* How is it good to have work rules which harm work productivity which raise prices for                 
consumers? 

* What percentage of what we learn in school is actually used in real life and if we are                   
so much smarter than we have been in the past, why does it still take four years to get                   
through   college?  

 
Do parents really embrace when their children ask the hard questions? Do educators,             
politicians, government leaders and businesses really want to train an entire community            
to   ask   the   really   hard   questions? 
 
Probably not . . . why not? It messes up the status quo and may disrupt those who are                   
in   authority. 
 
Why is this so important to learn? If we don’t discipline ourselves with the hard               
questions, and others around us don’t push those questions forward, then the reality of              
the marketplace will, and the marketplace is far more harsh than we or those around us                
are. 
  
3.   Quickly   assimilate   needed   data   from   masses   of   irrelevant   information 
Natural Laws like the 80/20 Rule are powerful in helping us learn how to get to the core,                  
the heart of issues quickly. 80% of the results are produced by 20% of the people. As                 
more and more data and information becomes available the stronger this skill will need              
to be. We will, as a community need to change faster, embrace things more quickly and                
let   go   of   other   things   immediately   to   succeed   in   this   new   market   place.  
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4.   Work   in   teams   without   guidance 
In small companies, which employ most people and will probably          
continue to play a larger role in the marketplace, there isn’t as much             
room for management. Each individual will need to learn to SEE -            
UNDERSTAND   and   DO   more   on   their   own   than   ever   before.  
 

Being self directed is not something that most of us are born with, it is               
something that we must learn. We must learn when we give up the right              
things   in   the   short   term   that   we   gain   great   benefit   in   the   long   term. 
  
5.   Work   absolutely   alone 
With technology we are able to do so much more on our own than we ever could before.                  
This gives us far more freedom to pursue those things where our passions are. To do                
that   successful   though,   we   need   to   learn   how   to   be   disciplined   on   our   own. 
  
6.   Persuade   others   that   your   course   is   the   right   one 
We’re all in sales and those who learn how to sell the best succeed in life. The person                  
how has the best idea isn’t the person who succeeds in their career but that person who                 
learns how to best sell their idea to others. Great ideas which never get implemented               
do   not   bring   value   to   the   community.  
 

Even if our ideas do not work selling an idea to others, even if it’s a bad idea, will create                    
success. Why? Any idea that is implemented, can be learned from. For every idea              
that is not implemented, zero learning is accomplished and there is no return on that               
idea,   only   the   cost   which   went   into   that   idea. 
  
7.   Conceptualize   and   re-organize   information   into   new   patterns 
Those who learn this skill seem to see the world in a way . . . “I will figure out how to                      
make things work, even if they are not working now.” Helping people’s brains to learn to                
think this way gives people hope, energy and passion as people then are able to take                
personal   ownership   for   anything.  
  
8.   Discuss   ideas   with   an   eye   toward   application 
Just like a farmer is not going to get any return until the harvest is 100% complete the                  
same thing is true with any idea. If we complete anything less than 100% of something                
or we create plans, have a theory, talk, discuss and brainstorm . . . without application                
we   have   nothing   in   the   end.  
 

Application of the idea is what excites us or humbles us. The idea either worked or it                 
did not work. Either way we are able to learn something from the application of an idea.                 
Often, for much of what is learned in the classroom, the student doesn’t see or               
experience   the   application   of   what   is   learned. 
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9   &   10.   Think   Inductively,   Deductively,   and   Dialectically 
Learning to discipline our brains to think in three very different ways not             
only brings benefit to a person but also to an entire community. The             
more complex our world / society becomes the more grounded we need            
to be in understanding the natural laws that run the universe and how to              
think   in   very   different   ways. 
 

What’s worse than being enslaved and knowing it . . . is being enslaved              
and thinking we’re free. If we are not able to learn to think in the above                
three different ways, our minds are enslaved and if our minds are            
enslaved,   over   time,   we   will   be   as   well. 
 

When over 50% of the workforce doesn’t like what they are doing there is some level of                 
being   enslaved   and   to   become   free   we   need   to   learn   to   think   in   very   different   ways. 
 
Inductive  - Inductive is a way to describe something that leads to something else, so               
when applied to reasoning it just means you collect information and draw conclusions             
from what you observe. It is reasoning in which the premises seek to supply strong               
evidence for (not absolute proof of) the truth of the conclusion. While the conclusion of a                
deductive argument is supposed to be certain, the truth of the conclusion of an inductive               
argument   is   supposed   to   be    probable ,   based   upon   the   evidence   given. 
 
Deductively  - Deductive reasoning. Deductive reasoning, also deductive logic or logical           
deduction or, informally, "top-down" logic, is the process of reasoning from one or more              
general statements (premises) to reach a logically certain conclusion. Deductive          
reasoning links  premises with  conclusions . If all premises are true, the terms are  clear ,              
and the rules of deductive  logic are followed, then the conclusion reached is  necessarily              
true . 
 
Dialectically  - The dialectical method is  discourse between two or more people holding             
different  points of view about a subject, who wish to establish the  truth of the matter                
guided   by     reasoned    arguments. 
 
Learning to have the ability to put ourselves in the positions of others helps us to seek to gain                   
understanding   that   we   could   never   gain   from   our   own   very   limited   experiences   in   life.  
 

The   Bottom   Line   Solution   .   .   .  
Change   the   way   I    THINK    which   will   lead   to   .   .   .  
Changing   what   I    DO    which   will   lead   to   .   .   .  
Changing    MY   LIFE    which   will   lead   to   .   .   .  
Changing    MY   CITY ! 
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4.   Troubled   families 
Identify a handful of families within various communities who have          
successful families and then help them “find their voice” of “why they            
are successful”, and then give them a platform to show that it can be              
done and how to do it. Empower them to help other families and             
teach the “way of thinking” which is common to every successful           
family.  
 

The truth is that if we as a community fix the first three things it would make it a lot                    
easier for parents to focus on helping their families. With that being said, in every               
community, even the hardest ones there are families which do succeed, in spite of all               
the   odds.  
 

The community needs to look to those who are succeeding within the community and              
then work with those individuals, to lift them up, to help others in the community to                
practice those same things. There may be a lot of studies, there may be some very                
educated people who have some amazing theories and lots of data to back up their               
amazing theories . . . the challenge is that the realities of what is happening “in the front                  
lines” is not fully considered or understood in the higher model of            
education.  
 

University research is just that . . . research to try to figure out why               
something worked or didn’t work. Families who are living in the           
trenches and figuring out how to raise their children in the most difficult             
times are really the heroes and the smart people . . . even if they don’t                
have   a   degree.  
 

Interesting point . . . much of what NASA sells the investment of billions              
of dollars into exploration of space comes from the fact that due to the              
extreme circumstances of space NASA is forced to discover new tools, ways of thinking,              
technology, and resources to accomplish their mission. NASA then takes those           
inventions / discoveries and helps to bring those things into use / benefit to the general                
public.  
 

If big business, big government, big education and big religion were really as smart as               
they thought they were they would be seeking those communities where almost nothing             
seems to work . . . but there are some outliers within the community that somehow                
make it work and in that, there is much wisdom and something that can change the                
world . . . IF . . . there was a humbleness within leaders. Leaders of “BIG” need to                   
realize that often the deck is stacked in their favor, so to speak, so yes, they are                 
successful   but   it’s   not   because   they   are   geniuses.  
 
The geniuses are those who have don’t have any cards and they still             
win. Learning from “the least of these” will provide powerful insight           
which   will   change   all   of   society.  
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5.   Population   loss 
Identify those families and businesses who are closest to leaving and           
help them to discover and have the hope of staying and changing the             
community.  
 

6.   Desperate   City   Hall   finances 
If we accomplish the top five there will be a greater pool of qualified              
candidates to select from and the community will require greater          
accountability.  
 
Let’s be honest . . . if we fix the first four things then we won’t have a population loss                    
and city hall will be cleaned up. These two issues are not the problem but a symptom of                  
the   above   four   things.  
 
As long as city hall and their families do not personally feel the impact of the above                 
things then while there is effort to make changes these two things will continue to be an                 
issue.  
 
Think of it this way . . . If a business owner does not cut employees fast enough when                   
business is going down what will happen? Correct, they will go out of business. With a                
city they don’t want to cut back when city revenues are going down because those who                
are   elected   depend   on   the   votes,   in   large   part   of   their   employees.  
 
So   .   .   .   what   happens?  
 
Rather than do the hard thing and cut back on costs, i.e. employees, politicians seem to                
think that they can just go to their customers and raise prices. Because it’s hard for the                 
customers to leave, the customers are just kind of stuck for some period of time and                
have   to   pay   for   the   weak,   ineffective   leadership   from   a   city.  
 
Over time though, realities start to set in, and you guessed it, more people move away                
and less people come in. Interesting how with all the “smart and educated” people in a                
city that they can’t figure out what a child could understand. You don’t push your clients                
“the   taxpayers”   away   or   your   clients   will   start   going   somewhere   else.  
 
Hmmmm, when people start to leave, who are the ones to go first . . . it is the ones that                     
have the greatest freedom financially to leave. Those are the same individuals who             
bring new ideas, innovation and jobs to a city. Where do they go, they go to another city                  
where   they   will   be   able   to   keep   more   of   what   they   have   worked   very   hard   to   achieve.  
 
This honestly isn’t rocket science or brain surgery. The “good” news is that then this               
exodus of “the best players on the team” gives way to allowing other people to step up                 
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and shine. Those that do will step up and shine . . . but if they don’t get rewarded, then                    
the   brightest   and   best   of   the   new   generation   will   also   leave.  

The   bottom   line   .   .   .  
If a community is not a good steward with the talent of the people then the                
most   talented,   gifted,   disciplined   people   .   .   .   will   leave   that   community. 
 
If a community believes that others are to blame for the issues faced within              
the community, well then . . . the community is note taking ownership and if               
the community doesn’t take ownership, then they are giving up control to            
someone   else.  
 
It’s delusional thinking that others will come in and save us and if others do               
come in . . . then there are requirements they they will put on us as a                 
community. 
 
If we do not discipline ourselves, someone else will and if we don’t accept              
their discipline than the harshest of all will discipline us, reality . . . and that                
is   when   a   loss   of   life   will   happen   to   those   we   love. 
 

“Individuals need to learn to  take personal       
ownership for their success, and to do       
that, we need to help people to to learn to          
think   in   very   different   ways.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Questions   /   Thoughts   .   .   .   Toll   Free:   888.230.2300 
 

Outside   the   US:   630.393.9909 
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